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When you think you have reached the 
limit of an idea, think further. 
—  Arnold Wasserman 
 
You can’t create the future if you can’t 
imagine the future 

—  Arnold Wasserman 
 
 
Note 1: The two rules for this final stage of writing 
future persona scenarios are:  
A: Be Specific, Not Generic! ,  
B: Connect the Dots! 
Here is what I mean:  
When you have George say I live in a “modular 
house” be specific. Modular houses have been 
around since 1830! Instead Be Specific about 
features that address 2050 Benchmark Goals and for 
which there are 2013 Early Signals. Say: “ My 
MODFAB MODLOFT is the latest in Green, LEED 
Platinum, Cradle-to-Cradle, Energy-Positive, 100% 
Recyclable technology. The exterior walls are Green 
and Solar, with a Green Water Storage Roof and 
Active Windows that Tune Heat & Light throughout 
the day and night. Unlike earlier modular 
industrialized housing, the interior walls can be 
reconfigured to modify spaces. Etc., etc. 
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When I say Connect The Dots I mean this: Phineas 
says: As I make the rounds on my daily beat I 
continually see examples of my wife Melissa’s 
creativity. She redefined what it means to be “A Real 
Estate Agent” when she founded REALBRADDOCK, 
the organization that pioneered the Constructive Re-
use of old industrial buildings in Braddock and, most 
importantly, originated the MODFAB industry that now 
employs so many residents producing the kind of 
modular industrialized housing that most of our family 
members live in (See my father George’s description 
of his MODLOFT.) Melissa came up with the concept 
for MODFAB when she took a course at the 
CMU/BRADDOCK ACADEMY called DEXIGN THE 
FUTURE. She further developed the technical and 
business plans at CMUs IDEATE NETWORK, where 
she was able to put together a personalized study 
program across CMU’s School of Architecture 
“Intelligent Workplace”lab, the Scott Institute for 
Energy Innovation, the School of Design and the 
Heinz School of Business. 
 
Note 2: Your scenario for Phineas says almost 
nothing about the job of a cop in 2050 – which 
continues to be safety, security, crime prevention and 
dectection. I wrote a scenario for Phineas that covers 
a lot of 2050 opportunities in security and law 
enforcement that are likely, reasonable and desirable 
– and imaginable from weak signals in 2013. Did you 
read it on my tumblr site ?: http://bit.ly/1dPanwj  
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In my edit below of Phineas are still more concepts – 
Specific, not Generic – and Connecting the Dots to 
lots of stuff going on at CMU. 
I am also connecting the dots to 2050 Benchmark 
Goals. 
 
Note 3:  you will see that I add in a lot of “brand 
name” titles for things in your scenarios. Specific 
coined key names, words or phrases evoke, register 
and stick more strongly than just generic descriptors: 
i.e.: “SEC-HUB” (Security Hub”)–vs- “police force 
office.” Especially if the key word connotes the 
distinctive nature of the item or activity it names. I 
probably overdid it to make my point. You don’t have 
to use my key names. Make up your own if you 
prefer.  
 
PHINEAS 
Underground Parking (why is this about “underground parking” instead of 
“duty check-in”? This scenario sa;ys nothing about underground parking.) 
Duty Check-in: 
I only have to physically go to the SEC-HUB SecuritytHub station a few times a 
month.  I always wear my SEC-TRICORDER that manages all my minute by minute 
interaction with SECHUB dispatch and with all my networked fellow officers. I go 
down to SEC-HUB only if I need to check out an assigned QUAD ROTOCAR for the 
dqy.  
 
·      Generally we us the QUADS only for emergencies or if the weather is too bad. 
Otherwise we  walk or bike on our rounds. The presence of a familiar beat cop on 
the street is proven to  be the best deterent of misbehavior. Being in a vehicle makes 
it harder to interact with citizens, even though the electro- hyrdrogen fuel cell QUAD 
has a completely transparent bubble top and self-drives. Normally, I stick to my 
foldable backpack  S-BIKE or walk. Anyway it keeps me in better shape. 
·      When I first became a cop in 2020 we spent hours a day on paperwork. Now I 
have little paperwork to do because of the SECNET self-organizing database for all 
voice-recorded files. 
·      I always check in with the residents of Braddock to keep track of all the concerns 
of the citizens.  Since the crime rate is so low, I know I’m doing my job right.  
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The Zero-Crime Neighborhood 
 
Back in 2020, in Police Academy, I got a chance to attend the 
BRADDOCK/CMU ACADEMY’s IDEATE NETWORK TECHSHOP. I 
was not a good academic student but I could make anything 
with electronics and digital technology. And the coaches 
helped me control for ADHD and dyslexia so I could manage 
mood swings and read and write better.  

One of the keystone courses in my IDEATE curriculum was 
DEXIGN THE FUTURE, the same course my daughter Candice is 
now taking. In that course I learned how to create FUTURE 
SCENARIOS - to identify the FORCES OF CHANGE at work in the 
world, build LONG HORIZON VISION GOALS, define STRATEGIC 
PATHWAYS that could lead to those goals and see EARLY 
SIGNALS of those pathways.  

Now I had a VISION GOAL.: Under the mayor’s leadership the 
crime rate in Braddock had dropped from one of the highest in 
the U.S. in 2006 to one of the lowest by 2013. 
http://bit.ly/18Jzb4S I thought, wow, if John could do that in 
7 years, why not go for a real “moon shot.” I proposed to John 
that he establish a vision goal for Braddock of zero crime rate 
by 2050! We might not achieve it. But having it out there gave 
us a benchmark to shoot for, to backcast decade by decade 
milestones and to track progress against. Of course, as you 
know, we achieved ZERO CRIME in 2043! Now our job is 
staying on the benchmark. That takes constant vigilance – and 
it shifts our expertise from crime control to crime prevention. 
 
Bike Patrol 
I get on my S-BIKE to start my route. I stop by all the police designated bike stops to 
check in on an area’s status. (Really?. What are these? Why are physical sites 
needed if all infocom is mobile, wireless and networked?) 

to check on the status of the area, submit reports via the SEC-TRICORDER 
and keep an eye out on suspicious activity reported by other officers. This 
information is streaming to all of us constantly wherever we are, alerting the 
nearest officer to off-normal activity. I don’t need to go anywhere physically to 
get it.) 
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I am fully equipped for any emergency with GPS tracker, and a crime 
detector (what is this? Sounds interesting. What does it do? What is 
happening in 2013 that is a weak signal for what this might become? Is it an 
augmented reality always-on surveillance network that automatically 
identifies and alerts off-normal events or behavior?).  
My bike and all my gear have a hack-proof biometric lock system (voiceprint? 
Pupilometer?). 

·       
Energy Positive 
Much of what people take for granted today in 2050 didn’t exist 
back when I was your age - or was only in its embryonic stage. For 
example, the ENERGY POSITIVE shoes we all wear today got their 
start in 2012 when a couple of CMU engineering students hacked 
together SOLE POWER, a power generating shoe insert to charge 
small portable electronics like cell phones. Believe it or not, back 
then people always had to be looking for a power outlet to plug in 
their mobile devices. I saw that cops would be wearing more and 
more electronics that required constant recharging or battery 
replacement. This just wasn’t safe in hazardous duty. So I 
recommended to John to incorporate SOLE POWER into all police 
footwear. Today we harvest human-generated energy and wireless 
electricity every time we walk, ride a bike, stand up or sit down or 
our heart beats to power every electronic device in our lives. All this 
was in its infancy when I was your age. http://read.bi/1dbgYop 

 
Community Liason @ Town hall 
As an officer I also act as one of the community liasons for the residents. Once a 
month I stop by the townhall to express and debate the proposals brought up by the 
community. 
 
·      I say hi to a couple other people there that also act as community liasons. (This is 
needless padding). We have a lot of different people on the board in order to make 
sure all the voices of Braddock are heard. Most of our communication takes place on 
COMNET, the 24/7 online town meeting that is the hub for direct democracy in 
Braddock.  
When I graduated from Police Academy in 2020 one of the first things I did was join 
then Mayor John Fetterman’s task force that had made Braddock part of the 
nationwide CITIZENVILLE NETWORK http:// bit.ly/1cLBfvY and the TRANSITION 
TOWN USA NETWORK http://bit.ly/1bWAqi4. So our police department is in the 
vanguard of smart cities nationwide and globally. And through COMNET our citizens 
actively contribute to shaping the priorities, policies and practices of all public services. 
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Life Wellness 
I make my once-yearly stop by the LIFEWELLNESS clinic to meet with my LIFE 
WELLNESS COACH (WELC) and tune up and recalibrate my LIFE SYSTEMS 
TRACKER ( LIST)   
 
·      The LIST I always wear to continuously monitor and interpret all my general 
health & wellness status data is networked to a number of smart NANOBOT 
implants under my skin and throughout my body that regulate circulatory, metabolic,  
lymph and pituitary systems  by titrating in chemicals and electrical stimuli as needed 
on the fly. My WELLNESS CALENDAR also alerts me to what I should be eating and 
the exercise I do on a daily basis. 
 
·      . 
Community Event 
After work I take my family to the town block party in order to catch up with the 
neighbors outside of the uniform. We have a block party twice a month at different 
locations in the neighborhood. It is just one of many activities that keep our diverse 
neighborhood close knit – block parties, barbeques, maker fares, hackathons and 
farmer’s markets. 
 
My kids feel comfortable approaching anyone for assistance and my family 
reciprocates! We take care of each other and Braddock is an extension to our 
immediate family – but without sacrificing personal privacy. It is the kind of 
neighborhood culture Jane Jacobs wrote about in her landmark book, The Life and 
Death of Great American Cities, which has provided inspiration for the 
METROPOLITAN REVOLUTION of recent decades. 
 
Online Classes in Home 
When I get home I head to the CMU/BRADDOCK IDEATE HUB to take my night 
class with some of the other people in our co-housing community. The I-HUB is 
great for people that work during the day The I-HUB is a highly flexible omni-purpose 
space designed in collaboration with CMU’s EBERLY CENTER and the IDEATE 
NETWORK. All movable  furniture and partitions can be reconfigured from one large 
meeting or classroom to as many as a dozen private team spaces. All media is 
ubiquitous, including VIRTUAL HAPTIC SPACES and HOLOPRESENCE links to 
presenters, instructors, coaches and co-learners anywhere in the world. I remember 
seeing mockup simulations of this kind of space when I was just a kid in the early 
2000s, starting with films like Minority Report. Over the decades we have moved far 
beyond the hokey multi-touch gestural interfaces of that time. Today my 13-year old 
daughter Candice assumes learning has always been like this. 
 
 
·      One of my neighbors just broke his leg and decided to take the class on his 
VIRTUAL HAPTIC SPACE and HOLOPRESENCE CONSOLE at home. It’s always 
easy to take the class wherever you are internet is available across town. (come on 
guys! The internet has been “available across town” since 1995 – well actually since 
1979 as ARPANET! Surely you can imagine something beyond what has existed for 
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80 years! The world is full of early signals of what is coming down the pipeline in the 
next few decades! And distance learning has been around since 1840! THINK!) 
·      I’m very forgetful so it’s great that my assignments are online and well organized 
for me. I can also track my progress to give me a better sense of how I’m doing and 
what other classes relate to my current interests. Most important, my VIRTUAL 
LEARNING COACH in my DEXIGN THE FUTURE course is always pushing me 
toward things that are OUTSIDE MY CURRENT INTERESTS! He warns me to be 
wary of the “echo chamber” of my own narrow preoccupations - the EPISTEMIC 
ASSUMPTIONS that can impede REFLECTIVE JUDGMENT. He keeps reminding 
me that learning is THINKING ABOUT THINKING, not just mastering a particular 
subject matter domain. 
 
·      The communal area also has designated soundproof classrooms that serve as a 
great meeting space for all types of activities. I like working with other people so I’m 
glad I can take the classes with some of my neighbors. (Does this add anything 
substantive to what has already been said or it just padding? ) 
 

George 
Note 1. You are missing a huge opportunity here. You 
make the centerline of George’s story getting around 
on the stupid monorail. George is a perfect context for 
telling the story of the Sustainable Food Chain in 
2050! He is not a conventional, passive transactional  
generic “grocer” like today. If he is, there is no reason 
to write about him. He is totally uninteresting as a 
Future Persona. Instead you have to connect him to 
2050 Benchmark Goals by making him a 
SUSTAINABLE FOOD ACTIVIST who took on the 
challenges of food poverty, safety, nutrition, 
localization and urban food production to combat the 
domination of agriculture and nutrition by the Big 
Food & Big Ag - Fat, Salt & Sugar monopolies! All the 
early signs for this revolution were easily visible in the 
early 2000s. And he is of an age that is perfect to 
have picked up on all that back then and have seen 
where the Pathway was heading. Put this guy to work! 
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You are wasting George with a lot of meaningless 
filler. If you want to talk about his Arts & Learning 
activities, great, but link that meaningfully to 
something relevant to DEXIGN THE FUTURE; i.e.: 
show how he his using the Arts & Learning stuff to 
further his food work; i.e.: 
Networking with and educating his suppliers and 
customers ; educating them about food, nutrition, 
production, etc.; alerting them to seasonal local 
specials with displays, ads, online feeds; using 3-D to 
print out-of-season nutrition, etc. 
Note 2: Another missed opportunity. Having an elderly 
person wake up and start his day is a perfect context 
for following the Pathway of personalized health 
tracking, diagnosis & treatment from its early signs in 
2013 to ubiquitous use in 2050! 
 
Modular Housing 
 It’s 6 am and my SILENT BRAINWAVE alarm is activating.  The clock is on 
my WPAN (a huge leap from the early Wireless Personal Area Networks when I was 
young in the early 2000s.) It monitors my sleep patterns and uses NANO 
ELECTRONIC BRAIN STIMULATION (NABS) to regulate my sleep functions to 
make sure I get the requisite hours of deep REM sleep. This has solved the problem 
older people used to have with disrupted sleep, which led to lots of other cognitive 
and medical problems. (I lean up from the bed and the clock senses I am no longer 
sleeping and turns off. In the bathroom I can listen and/or watch the report on my 
NANOBIOSYM STATS which constantly monitor my WELLNESS MEASURES 
wherever I am. I remember back in the early 2000s when personal mobile health 
tracking was just in its infancy. Today everybody uses it.           
http://nokia.ly/1cEtubii 
 I http://bit.ly/1eylg65 
My WELLNESS COACH gets all the same data realtime and we can talk via 
WELLINK about any signs trending off-normal and tune my various NANOIMPLANT 
DELIVERY SYSTEMS accordingly.  
I head into the elevator and go upstairs to my friend, Alan’s, loft. We’ve enjoyed 
living in shared level lofts together. 
- Especially with current high city populations, Braddock gives us enough personal 
space. (I don’t quite understand this last phrase) 
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-Because our houses are modular I am able to reveal different functions within the 
house when I need them, and I hide them when I don't. 
-And if I have a special event or larger gathering, I’m able to order or rent an extra 
room that I want and it will be delivered in under a week and attached to my house. 
-When all of the startups first came into Braddock I was really concerned that the 
cost of housing and living in general would go up so high that I could no longer afford 
it. 

- The current housing situation helps us get to know them better and create a 
sense of community. (This reads like padding. How does this create a sense of 
community? How does it offset the gentrification, displacement and escalating cost 
of housing?It needs a more specific DXF example or forget it). 
 
 
 
Monorail System???? 
Come on guys, monorails have been around since 1897. Can’t we at least have a 
MAGLEV HYPERPOD powered by electro-hydrogen fuel cell? 

In the morning, I like taking my time getting to the HYPERPOD station. 
- I don’t worry about being late. There are rides every 15 minutes and I am never 
late. 
-I find this especially important at my age and with my responsibility as a business 
owner. The HYPERPOD system helps me be active and still be able to run my own 
store, even at my old age. I remember back in the early 2000s when the 
HYPERPOD concept first emerged. Experts imagined it could be widespread by 
now. They were right. 
-When the monorail was built I sold my car because the HYPERPOD was much 
cheaper, faster and better for the environment. Of course, today, nobody owns their 
own vehicles. Everybody subscribes to a MOBIL.U service that delivers whatever 
self-driving vehicle we want on-demand. 
 -The monorail has never had a single accident and is one of safest modes of 
transportation available today. (This is too generic. Say something more like: All 
transportation modes use TRANSENS technology that has eliminated traffic 
accidents and together with SMARTWAY intelligent roads reduces congestion to 
almost nothing.) 
 
- There is always a need for my services and great local grown produce. 
(This is generic padding. Be succinct and specific as I show below:) 
 
 
Innovation District 

When Alan and I arrive at the Innovation district, we go our separate ways. 
Alan’s owns the instant hydro laundromat two stores down, and I run a grocery/food 
printing store, the FOODHUB. 

I was a late-bloomer. I didn’t know quite what I wanted to do with my life until I 
2014 when I was 31. I attended an online course called DEXIGN THE FUTURE at 
CMU where we read the Hunger In America 2013 report. In America, the wealthiest 
nation in history, 14 million households and 1 out of every 5 children were classified 
as “food-insecure”! What’s more, 40% of the food produced in the U.S. is wasted! I 
knew Braddock was classified as a “Food Desert.” But this report brought home to 
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me what that meant. I also read about what our mayor, John Fetterman’s wife, 
Giselle was doing to try to teach Braddock to eat healthier. http://bit.ly/1bz8Mx0 

She had made a token start with her small organic garden. And this big 
debate was going on about how to attract maybe a health food chain like Trader 
Joes to Braddock – or even Whole Foods, which made no sense because Whole 
Foods is outrageously expensive – some people call it “Whole Paycheck.”  
I could see immediately that this problem was not about a grocery store. It was about 
the design of the entire food chain! 
Suddenly I saw what I wanted to do: As my project in the DEXIGN THE FUTURE 
course, I decided to figure out how to start up a grocery store that would bring 
together all the ideas around eating healthy, locally grown, affordable, organic food 
together with teaching about nutrition in an energy-positive economy. I would also 
bring in lessons from precedents from the entrepreneurship world; i.e.: the 
nationwide ARTISANAL VENTURE “bottom-up economy” movement by 
HOMEBREW ventures http://bit.ly/1baNdwl  ; and the SOCAP (Social Capital 
Markets) Network now covering 45+ countries  http://bit.ly/1gtikc8  ;  and THE 
IMPACT HUB co-working space from London and now worldwide. 
http://bit.ly/1cevsAQ. I also looked at what was going on in many other locales in urban 
food production, like the ambitious Urban Agricultural Incentive Zone program in 
California, exemplified by East Oakland CA, which is a very similar neighborhood to 
Braddock- strewn with vacant lots – perfect sites for desparately-needed urban 
agriculture: http://bit.ly/1ceCwh6 

-I did research on all this, met with Gisele, as well as other like-minded 
entrepreneurs like gTECH, revitalizing vacant lots in Homewood; Beth in 
Lawrenceville and dozens of others working on everything from edible urban forests 
to 3-D food printing. I did in-depth interviews with Braddock residents as well as 
outside people that were considering moving into Braddock. Based on all this 
research, I established a set of ten 2050 Benchmark Goals for the food ecology of 
Braddock, Identified the 2014 “Weak Signals” that pointed toward the “Pathways of 
Change” that we would have to pursue in order to achieve those 2050 Goals. I then 
worked with the venture experts at the new BRADDOCK STARTHUB. They helped 
me put together a pitch that won startup funding.  

Today, the FOODHUB is all we envisioned for it and more. In 2050 we have 
made major progress toward Benchmark Goals like: Zero Food-Insecurity, Zero 
Food Waste, Edible Urban Forest; 100% Locally Grown or Printed Food; Zero 
Obesity Rate; Energy-Positive Food Production & Transportation; 100-Mile Radius 
Food Self-Sufficiency; Zero Vacant Lots (all have been filled in with gardens, 
orchards, forests and greenways.) 

FOODHUB is now an international network with 600 HUBS in 42 countries.  . 
The difference between  us and the “Big Food” chains is that every FOODHUB is 
locally organized, financed, managed and staffed. FOODHUB is a knowledge 
network, not a giant corporate McFranchise. What HUBS have in common is the 
end-to-end local sustainable food-chain strategy. But it plays out differently in each 
locale. 

  With dozens of local professionals in the neuro science startups nearby, 
there is always a constant crowd around lunch time.  
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-if people want something specific or rare or out of season we have the capability to 
print it with a variety of POLYNUTRIENT flavor pastes in a matter of minutes. 
-the Department of Entrepreneurship holds public forums on which startups are 
going to be invited to work in Braddock. (This sentence comes out) 
-I love working in the food business because I get to know a lot of the community 
because I see many of the same faces every day at lunch. (Duh?) 
 
 
 
 

Note: Okay, I am not going to edit this final bit for 
George. I’m sure you get what I am getting at from all 
the stuff above. You finish this one.  
Be Specific! Connect the Dots! 
 
 
 
Arts & Learning District 

I step of the monorail and head to my night class. When I was younger I often 
played with arduinos and other microcontrollers. Luckily I can continue my 
fascination as a builder with professionally taught night classes.  
-Currently I am taking a Thought Interaction class, and Non-Traditional GUI class. I 
- The night classes are very hands on and allow me to work on what I’m interested in 
with a little guidance from the teacher. 
-Recently I’ve been working on an interactive display for my store that helps target 
advertising to people walking by my window. 
 
 

Charlene 
 
Note 1.: This scenario is an ok start. But there is too 
much padding about the bloody monorail. There is so 
much more you can do with Charlene than this. Look 
at my edits of Phineas and George as well as on my 
tumblr site for my earlier scenarios for Phineas, 
Melissa, Beth in Lawrenceville and Robert in East 
Liberty 
Note 2: The instruction was to select 3 personas as 
unlike one another along as many dimensions as 
possible. So I am curious why you selected Charlene, 
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a third adult, and not one of the kids, Pat or Candice. 
Their life experiences would offer opportunities quite 
interestingly different from the adults, whom you 
describe with rather similar daily job routines and way 
too much repetition about moving from place to place 
on transportation – as if a monorail and co-housing 
and entrepreneurial startups and health tracking were 
enough to signify “futureness”. 
But, ok, let’s go with Charlene. 
I am not editing the whole Charlene thing like I did 
Phineas and George. But I have put in some bits that 
you should consider. 
Be Specific! 
Connect the Dots! 
 
I wake up in the morning to far off noise of the monorail (no monorail. It’s a 
SILENT MAGLEV HYPERPOD – at the very least (see above in George’s 
scenario – monorails have been around since the late 19th Century!).passing 
through squirrel hill. As a girl growing up I was raised in a lofted house in San 
Francisco so living in such close quarters with my neighbors doesn't bother 
me.   

-Even though we have communal spaces where we all eat together, I still get 
the privacy in need in my sleep pod.  

-And even if the monorail doesn’t go to a destination that I need it to go, I can 
take a shared quad rotor flying car or order up a private PODCAR or PODVAN or 
scooter or bike of any size I need from my MOBIL.U subscription service. All mobility 
is, of course, pollution free and energy positive. 

-routine morning in home health check 
-I take the sensor and quickly scan it over all of my body and then wait a few 

seconds for the analysis to come out. (In 2050 we can do lots better than that.  I am 
being monitored, tracked and scanned on a continuing basis day and night (like 
George). NANOSCAN implants are real-time monitoring my body systems status to 
adjust to any off-normal trends. I get vibration alerts when excessive deviation is 
detected. Of course, I can activate a status scan any time anywhere I want. All this is 
datastreamed constantly to my WELLNESS COACH as well, where AI agents 
analyze, update and recalibrate my NANOSCANS and prescribe any needed 
modifications or additions in real time.) 
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After being cleared as healthy I step out to catch the 8 am monorail to 
Braddock. 

-It’s a quick ten minute commute that is so much faster and more comfortable 
than how I used to drive to work.  

-I used to hate sitting in traffic, and now I can be much more productive with 
the free 1 terabyte wireless connection. 

-I also love the monorail because it has allowed me to live in a neighborhood 
that I like and work in a thriving tech city 

-I like that the monorail relies on no fossil fuels and runs on clean electricit 
(Another whole paragraph on the bloody monorail?) 

 
 

I work at BioLabs which specialises in making mind and thought 
controlled artificial limbs available cheaply to the masses. 

-Ever since the mid 2030s Braddock has slowly been growing into the 
biomedical startup hub of the east coast. It makes a lot of sense because of its close 
proximity to the University of Pittsburgh Medical Centers (UPMC) 

-We often collaborate on many of our projects with top doctors working in 
those hospitals via tangible interactive wall 

- always know I can stop by the robotics store next door or the community 3D 
printing center if I’m missing a few parts for one of our projects 
 
 

In the afternoon I rent another bike from the Braddock bike station by 
my office and head over to the BRADDOCK HOMEBREW STARTHUB  I’m the 
liaison for my company 

-One of the many reasons why I joined a startup in Braddock because of THE 
STARTHUB where entrepreneurs, venture capitaists, universities (in particular 
CMUs IDEATE NETWORK) and government agencies (especially the PGH 
INNOVATION COUNCIL and CITY PLANNING DPT.) come together to co-create, 
startup, incubate and accelerate new local ventures.  

(This is specifically not a government function. Government can’t do 
entrepreneurship development well. It can provide policies like tax incentives, etc. 
Your Department of Entrepreneurship can help gently steer the overall 
entrepreneurship effort. But it can’t have the kind of over-all control you suggest.  
Our STARTHUB is modeled on a combination of precedents from the early 2000s; 
i.e.: the nationwide ARTISANAL VENTURE “bottom-up economy” movement by 
HOMEBREW ventures http://bit.ly/1baNdwl  ; and the SOCAP (Social Capital 
Markets) Network now covering 45+ countries  http://bit.ly/1gtikc8  ;  and THE 
IMPACT HUB co-working space from London and now worldwide. 
http://bit.ly/1cevsAQ. 

-It was very hard to get our startup into Braddock because there is fierce 
competition between startups to fill one of the few open slots every year. We had to 
pitch our company's ideas in an open town hall forum that anyone could attend. 

-There were over 50 start ups that presented, and then afterwards there was 
an open panel held among Braddock residents and the Department of 
Entrepreneurship to decide which companies were the best fit of the city. We were 
fortunate enough to be invited to work in Braddock. 



So-‐Hee	  Woo,	  Yaakov	  Lyubetsky,	  Daniel	  Lee	  

 
 

After my meeting I bike over to the community gym to renew my non-
resident membership. 

-I think it’s really great that these community facilities have reserved a lot of 
the jobs for local Braddock residents to help them get jobs and start making a decent 
wage so they can afford to stay and live in Braddock 

-I get a more indepth biometric scan to help me plan my eating and workout 
schedule for the next few weeks.  

-Because I go to a community gym, its connected directly with my primary 
care physician and I have access to all of my medical records. 
 
	  


